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tlauq3 A deadly gas under the floorboards
Ministers have been warned that some 900 people die in Br¡ta¡n each year from a radioactive

gas, radon, bubbling up through their floors. Yet the government lai't week rejected catls .

from its scientists for a national plan tb make homes safe

Fred Pearce
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recommended national annual level of
radon."

Radon gas bubbles out of the granite
rocks beneath the centre and collects
indoors. The r¿dioactive loo wãs discov-

inside a nuclear power station.
In the past year, scientists from the

NRPB have doubled their estimates of the
threat of lung cancer posed by a given
amount of radon. And that meant multi-
plying by l0 the number of houses at risk.

necessary to discover the 20 000 homes
likely to be harbor¡ring lethal concentra-
rions of the gas.

Radon is fast emerying as a major public
health hazard throughout Europe and
North America. Scientists in the US
reported in August that some 20 000
people probably die there from inhaling the
gas each year.

In the British survey, several homes
recorded radon concentrations more than

Cornwall, a study of 400 houses on igneous
rocks found an average l5 rimes the
national average.

I es¡ 'À/ssþ, the environrnent minister,
William Waldegrave, accepted a recom-
mendation from the NRPB that a notional
'action level" should be set f'or existine
homes where radon conccntrations exceËã
400 Becquereis. "fhis gtves a ¡lose oí cedio-
activity four times the limít set reccntl-v- by
Sir Frank Layfîelet for nuclear-power work-
ers at Sirewell B.

On the basis of their lrational survey of
230O homes, the NR,PB's scie¡¡tisT.s erti-
mate th¿rt arour¡d 20 ftn home's may
r"xceed lhis levri- S,¡me EtÆO t f these
homr:s are tikely ta be in Cornwall and
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Radon map of Britain. Devon and Cornwqll
are worst. Bn þw places are radon-lree

another 5000 in Devon.

The government now intends to alter
building regulations in an attempt to
ensure that no new houses ars built that
will harbour radon concentrations above

Howevcr, according to the NRPB. it still
gives a one in 200 chance of giving an
(Ã-cupant lung cancer.

Basic monitoring of houseti lor ratlon is
easy and costs around f30. the resi<Jent is
asked to place small pots somewhere safc in
the living room and bcdroorn of tl're bouse.
The pots contain m¡tcrial that is marked by
alpha emissions rluring rhe dec-ay of'radoír
and its daughlers. fhrse nrarks c¿¡n be
counted ¡o inclicate averJge radoa c-oncen-
trations.
. So lar, the ¡¡RPB hu.s invcstigated 3{ÐO
houses: 2-lt{) in a $ati$nÍrl riun,e¡, rnrJ a

further 7ü) in regional surveys in areas with
a high risk. Under a contract now being
negotiated with the Depatment of the
Fnvironment, the board is likely to
investigate another 3000 over the next two
years. All will be in the villages in Devon
and Cornwall where very higb readingp
above l(Ð Becquerels have already been
found. I

This, the NRPB's scientists agr€e, is
bound to leave thousands of homes with
high levels of radon undiscovercd. The
NRPB believes that there are 2000 homes
in Britain that will give their occupants
doses above 50 milliSieverts (and hence a
death risk of more than I in 20). So far its
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The NRPB has hot proposed that ir
survey Derbyshire further. But it will ask
the government for money to take a closer
look at Somerset, where it so far has only l4
readings-one yielding an exceptionally
high result.

The limited sun'ey work now planned
for Devon and Cornwall compares with the
40 000 houses that have already been
investigated in Sweden and the rnillion
homes soon to be surveyed in the US in
what a leading researcher there, Anthony
Nero, from the l¿wrence Livermore l¡bo
ratory, calls *the largest environmental
search that lthe USI has ever undertaken'.

Many of the NRPB's staff would clearly
like to do more. In 1985, one of the
NRPB's top specialists, Mike O'Riordan,
told an international conference that a dose
of 50 milliSieverts per year'must surely be
the level above which no competent and
conscientious authority could allow
continuous exposure'.*The first duty of competent authori-
ties," he went on, 'is to discover wherc such

radon 'a problem of public health for
which there should be
In civilised societies
kinds of risk and even
themselves."

O'Riordan's colle;rguc, Tony Wrixon,

problerns, are not t<t lrrr invcsiigated Turther
by thc govelnment. Ant! it ha.r no inle¡rtir>¡r
of either paying or legísìa;
haza rds. Walcles,¡-¿ve s:ü cl
"responsibiiity fi:r rern,:di
rr'st with the hr¡usecrwrrfî ()t the iatrrl[,..rrl.'
The governm€lt wss "irrcpared to ÐÐlìsidcr
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. , As risky as 135 packs of cigarettes a day'
High readings were also found widely in
homes on thè eastern slopes of the Appa-
lachian Mountains, on the phosphate-
rich soils of Florida and in westera states.

alarms every morning for a
lortnight, until investiga-
tors discovered the source
ol his radioactivity. It was
his own home at nearby
Bovertown.

fwo years later and after
thousands of tests in homes
all over the US (including
20 000 in Pennsylvania),
Watras's house remains the
most radioactive found
anywhere in Xhe world.
"Breathing the air in their
house lor one day,' said
researche¡s later, "was as
risky as smoking 135 packs
ol cigarettes".

It turned out that
Watras's home was built on
an excavated vein of
uranium l0 metres wide.
He left his home for si¡
months while the authori-
ties lound ways to make it
safe.

Last August, the US
Environmental Protection
Agency reported its
preliminary fìnding that
one in eight American
homes harbour dangerous
amounts of radon. The
biggest concentr¿rtions were
on a geological formation
stretching lrom Pennsyl-
vania through New

average wa!¡
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Scfence last
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Novem-
ber, Anthony Nero
from the Lawrencé
Livermore Labora"
tory said that in a
million homes
'annual exposures
approximate or
exceed those received
by undergr.ound
uranlum mlnefs'

conce¡trations exceeding [200O or even
40@ Becquerelsl cause truly extraor-
dinaw risks." Watras's house had a
radoí conccntration of some 100000*the

haræ

been no effort to do so' 
has

- -iñJ -pãìnJvl"añøn- 'autnorities 
have

bitten the radon builet. But others may
ñght shy of the consequ€nces. Some staúe
bãnks riow want radon tests to be carried
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Stanle_v Watras lights up a ntrclear power
staüon. All thanks to the Reading Prong
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offering financial assistance" only "to the
most needy owner occupiers-.

Tony James from the NRPB concedes
that even in Devon and Cornwall many
communities at risk from radon will
continue to escape his surveyors. He points
out that the government is willing to pay
for putting a monitor into the homes of
people in high risk areas, ifthey request it.
"We believe that if there is sufTicient public
inlerest we will pick up these places as
people inquire," says James. "We have
limited resources but will build up our
knowledge over the next lew years. We
don't want to panic people."

The main sources of human exposure to
natural radioactivity are cosmic rays and
the Earth's rocks. Terrestrial sources derive
from uranium-238 and thorium. In some
places, such as Florida in the US, phos.
phate rocks mined lor agricultural fertili-
sers harbour high concentrations of
uranium. ln Britain the most important
source is isotopes decaying lrom uranium
on the fringes of granite areas such as Dart-
moor and around Land's End.

Radon's immediate precursor is radium-
22ó, which can dissolve in underground
water and travel long distanccs. The

importance ol radon is that, unlike its
predecessors in the. decaying chain. of
uranium isotopes, it is present as a gas that
will bubble up out of the ground, making
its radioactivity dangerous to anybody
breathing it in.

Radon has a half life of 3.8 days and
decays to lorm "daughters". The most
important are polonium-2 18, which has a
half-life ol three minutes, and polonium-
214. They both emit alpha radiation as they
decay. These daughters are not gases, but
form aerosols and can be breathed into
lungs where they form a larye part of the
radioactive dose.

Keith Ball lrom the British Geological
Survey says that the radon geochemistry of
Britain has been well researched, largely on
contract to mineral firms prospecting lor
uranium and other ores. Radon at the
surface has proved a good predictor of the
pres€nce of uranium deep below ground.
Published maps of surface radioactivity
lormed the basis for the NRPB's choice of
areas for its detailed regional surveys of
household radon. But Ball believes that
unpublished data held by the Surveycould
be vital in pinpointing communities at
special risk.

The amount of radon that escapes from
rocks and reaches soils depends on many
things. It helps ifrocks containing uranium
are close to the surface. Even more
important is the presence o[ fisures and
laults that act as a pathway for the radon to
reach the surface in the few days before it
decays. Old mines and adits serve the same
role (indeed it was assumed until recently
that mines were the only places where high
radon levels might be found).

Mines can pose an extra hazard. In
Cornwall, for instance, spoil tips from the
hundreds of derelict tin mines have been

house the NRPB found that much of the
radon seeping through fìoorboards came
from spoil trllìng the void below the floor-
boards.

Researchers in Sweden have pinpointed
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unlimited amounts of soil air can be taken
into a house without the radon content in
the ground under the foundations being
significantly lowered."
the commission has concluded that in

Sweden, where average radon levels in
houses are four times those in Britain, *the

critical factor is the volume of soil air that
can continuously inhltrate through the
foundations".

In the US, Richard Sextro from the
l-awrence Livermore Laboratory, says that
dangerous radon levels can be found in
homes above rocks that do not produce

to four metres, says Sextro.
One of the most surprising findings of

the research into radon in homes over the
past fìve years is that buildings made of

radon into the house.
The rate at which radon entered the

house was reduced ninefold when fire-
places were blocked off. (Unfortunately
ihis was not a hnal solution for this house,
because it had no damp courses in the walls
and relied on the chimney ventilation to
keep dampness at bay.)

The most effective method of countering
radon in s to eliminate the
pressure Coníish house, a
fan suck beneath the floor
reduced s€ more than any
other method. The researchers concluded
that *under-floor suction systems are
relatively easy to install and cheap to
op€rate. They appear to hold considerable
promise."

Sweden's National Institute for Building
Research has a variant on this ideq called
a *radon reservoir". It aims to suck radon
from the soil before it reaches the founda-
tions beneath a house. The institute has
sunk a tank, perforated at the bottom, into
the back garden ofa radon-plagued house.
A fan on the top of the tank sets up a
pressure gradient in the soil sucking gas
into the tank and blowing it out into the
air, where it disperses harmlessly. The
Swedes say that a single radon reservoir

Social Security looking at health patterns

concentration of radon in the air into a
dose of rad
three years
radon per c
to create a

he is sure that secretory cells a¡e vulnerable
too. James says it is 

-also 
becoming clear

rocks that contain uranium are often rela-
tivelv safe.

AÉerdeen, the "granite city", has been
widely assumed to give its residents large
doses of radioactivity from building mate-
rials. Yet the national survey has found
exposure to be less than average. The
reasons, says the NRPB's Tony Wrixon,
"are not entirely clear." He guesses that a
Iack of pores or cracks in the Aberdeen
granite means that radon created inside the
walls of Aberdonian houses cannot escape
belore decaying.

Swedish researchers report a similar
surprise. According to Wilson, when
survey work began there in 1979 "it was
directed at first towards tracing houses
constructed from radioactive aerated
concrete (manufactured lrom uranium-
rich, black'alum' shale) as this was thought
to be the main source of indoor radon."
But they lound that radon from the ground
was a far more important source.

The two conditions that allow radon to
move from soils into houses are a pressure
gradient, and some means of access for the
gas. At a house in Pool, Cornwall, the
NRPB and the g,overnment's Building
Research Establishment have been
exploring how best to keep the gas out. It is
pioneering work with important impli-
cations lor how Britain responds to the
threat posed by radon.

The most obvious method is a leak-proof
floor. This is easier said than done. When
they installed a concrete fìoor and sealed
cracks and holes round it, the researchers
found that radon seeped up through a
porous internal wall.

A common assumption is that venti-
lation keeps radon at bay. The theory is
that radon will be blown outside, rather
than accumulating in the house. Certainly,
the NRPB believes that if every home in
Britain were efliciently draught-proofed
and double-glazed then average radon
concentrations indoors might rise by about
a third. But the radon will often be swiftly
replaced by new supplies from soil gas.
According to Sextro: *A single square inch
is usually enough to allow high levels of
radon into a house.'

Some forms of ventitation will be posi-
tively harmful. The NRPB's Cornish house
had an open chimney. Wind blowing
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costing f,1000 can rid soil covering as much
as a hectare of more than 90 per cent of its
radon.

Few people, even in Devon and
Cornwall, are aware of the extraordinary
hazard posed by radon. As Waldegrave
pointed out last week: *In Devon and
Cornwall, where radon levels tend to be

rate from
any other
probably

area with-
out the n that doubles
lung ca urban Britain.

Acco at the NRPB:
"There that uranium
miners and Canada
have higher rates of lung cancer when
exposed to radon levels of the kind found
in thousands of British homes." Radon is
thought to have caused the high ratcs of
lung cancer among both tin miners in
Cornwall and haematite miners in
Cumbria.

The first epidemiological data from
homes in Norway is also beginning to
emerye. James will help with investigating
this further. He also hopes soon to begin
work for the Departmenl of Health and
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